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Evaluating Health Claims on Foods, Drinks or Supplements 
L. McPheron  

Homework assignment for discussion in class 
ASMCUE Microbrew 2019: Using Health Claims on  

Food Packages to Teach Critical Thinking 

 

Find a food, drink, or supplement that has a health claim on the label.  Bring a picture of the product to class.  

Conduct internet research on this health claim.  Is there scientific evidence for this claim?  

 

Your assignment will be to asses a health claim that is made by your product.  A health claim is a claim about 

how it is good for you in some way:  Examples include “good for digestion”, “lowers cholesterol,” “lowers your 

risk of heart disease,” “gives you 5 hours of energy,” “hydrates you better than water.”   

 

These are different than nutrient content claims.  DO NOT do your report on nutrient content –these claims are 

usually fairly accurate. Nutrient content claims state what is (or is not) in a product (e. g. “high in fiber,” “0 

trans fats,” “low in fat,” “good source of vitamin A,” “contains no GMO’s). These claims are about the nutrient 

CONTENT and not about their function in the body. 

 

The goal of this assignment is to critically evaluate evidence for the health claims that are made by the 

manufacturers of the product. Manufacturers make these claims to encourage people to buy their product. As 

consumers, we should critically evaluate these claims. Do they make sense? Is there an active ingredient that 

might cause the effect they claim? Is there scientific evidence for these claims? 

 

 Please cite all sources at the end of your paper; and do not use quotes from your sources; instead 

answer the questions in your own words 

 

 Answer the following questions: 

 

Part 1: The Claim 

1.  What is the specific health claim of the product?  What does it claim to do for the body?   

 

2.  Are there any limitations to their claim (anything in fine print) or any conditions? 

 

3.  What were your original thoughts about this health claim? 

 

4.  What kind of evidence would convince you that this product really works and is worth buying? 

 

5.  How or why does the product claim to work; what is the active ingredient? What is the mode of action or 

mechanism by which the active ingredients affect the body? 

 

Part 2: The Evidence 

 

Conduct some internet research on your product and the claim it makes. From your search, what is the scientific 

research or evidence supporting this claim?  You need to find some reliable info on the internet and answer this 

question. If there is no info about your product, then you need to find a different product. 

 

6.  From your research, what is the scientific EVIDENCE supporting this claim?  Describe the evidence that is 

provided in detail, etc.?  If it is not a study, what evidence are they using for their claim? If it is a study –

describe the details: 

What is the study design? How did the study control for bias? Was it single-, or double- blinded? 

Who is in the sample?  How were the people chosen?  How many? 
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Is experiment blind, double blind?  What is experiment design?  

What was the control group, treatment group, standardized variables, and what did they measure? 

Were the measurements subjective? 

 

7.  Is this good evidence for the claim? Justify your answer. 

 

Part 3:  An Experiment  

 

8.  Design your own high quality experiment to test this claim. You want to propose something that would 

provide evidence that would convincingly either support or not support the claim.  You do not need to conduct 

the experiment, just describe / design it.   Include: treatment group, control group, standardized variables, 

sample size, ways you will control for bias, and other relevant considerations. 

 

Part 4:  Reflection  

 

9.  What is your opinion of this health claim now that you have done a little research on it?  Has your opinion 

changed?  

 

10.  Would you buy this product again?  Justify your answer. 

 


